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Department of Curriculum & Instruction 

 

First Grade Math  
 

Unit 1-11 Personal Financial Literacy/Money 

Time Frame 4/19-5/7 

Big Ideas 
1. Each coin has a different value.  
2. Money amounts can be counted in different ways.  
3. Income, money earned from a job, is used to buy goods and services.  
4. Money can be spent, saved or donated to charity.  

 

Essential 
Questions 

1. What is the value of coins?  
2. How can I count money?  
3. How can understanding income, and needs and wants, help you make decisions about money?  

 

TEKS / Student Expectations Skills Concepts 

(Spiraled) TEKS #  

1.3(D) apply basic fact strategies to add and subtract within 20, including making 
10 and decomposing a number leading to a 10  

1.5(B) skip count by twos, fives, and tens to determine the total number of 
objects up to 120 in a set  

 

 
 
 
 
Apply 
 
 
Skip count 

 

Basic fact strategies to add and subtract within 20, including making 10 and 
decomposing a number leading to a 10  

Twos, fives, and tens to determine the total number of objects up to 120 in a set  

 

(Readiness TEKs)  

1.4(C) use relationships to count by twos, fives, and tens to determine the value 
of a collection of pennies, nickels, and/or dimes  

 

 
 
 
use 

 
 

Relationships to count by twos, fives, and tens to determine the value of a collection of 
pennies, nickels, and/or dimes  
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TEKS / Student Expectations Skills Concepts 

(Supporting TEKs) 
 

1.9(A) define money earned as income  

1.9(B) identify income as a means of obtaining goods and services, often times 
making choices between wants and needs  

1.9(C) distinguish between spending and saving 1.9(D) consider charitable 
giving  

1.4(A) identify U.S. coins, including pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters, by 
value and describe the relationships among them  

1.4(B) write a number with the cent symbol to describe the value of a coin  

 
 
 
 
Define 
 
 
Identify 
 
 
Distinguish 
 
 
 
Identify 
 
 
write 
 

 

Money earned as income  

income as a means of obtaining goods and services, often times making choices 
between wants and needs  

Spending and saving Charitable giving  

 

U.S. coins, including pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters, by value and describe the 
relationships among them  

Number with the cent symbol to describe the value of a coin  

 

(Process Skill) TEKS  

1.1(A) apply mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the 
workplace  

1.1(B) use a problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given 
information, formulating a plan or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the 
solution, and evaluating the problem-solving process and the reasonableness of 
the solution  

1.1(C) select tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and 
technology as appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, 
and number sense as appropriate, to solve problems  

1.1(D) communicate mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using 
multiple representations, including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language as 
appropriate;  

1.1(E) create and use representations to organize, record, and communicate 
mathematical ideas  

 

Apply 
 

Use 
 
 
 
 
Select  
 
 
 
 
Communicate  
 
 
 
Create  
 
 
Analyze  

 

Mathematics to problems arising in everyday life, society, and the workplace  

Problem-solving model that incorporates analyzing given information, formulating a plan 
or strategy, determining a solution, justifying the solution, and evaluating the problem- 
solving process and the reasonableness of the solution  
 
 
Tools, including real objects, manipulatives, paper and pencil, and technology as 
appropriate, and techniques, including mental math, estimation, and number sense as 
appropriate, to solve problems  
 
Mathematical ideas, reasoning, and their implications using multiple representations, 
including symbols, diagrams, graphs, and language as appropriate;  
 
 
Representations to organize, record, and communicate mathematical ideas  
 
 
Mathematical relationships to connect and communicate mathematical ideas  
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TEKS / Student Expectations Skills Concepts 

1.1(F) analyze mathematical relationships to connect and communicate 
mathematical ideas  

1.1(G) display, explain, and justify mathematical ideas and arguments using 
precise mathematical language in written or oral communication.  

 
 
 
Display Explain Justify  

 
Mathematical ideas and arguments using precise mathematical language in written or 
oral communication.  

 

 

Tier I Instructional Strategies – Classroom Instruction for All Students 

•  Pearson Envision Topic 11 and 16 

1.4(C) use relationships to count by twos, fives, and tens to determine the value of a collection of pennies, nickels, and/or dimes  

Use a pre-test to group students according to mastery on each of these four levels of understanding: 1.Coin Identification  

2.Use skip counting to count value of a group of alike coins (eg : all nickels) 
3. Counting groups containing two types of coins (dimes + pennies, nickels +pennies, or dimes+nickels) 4. Counting any combination of three coins  

Counting coins is one of the hardest skills for first graders to master. Differentiate instruction through Guided Math and provide lots of hands-on practice in small groups. Remember to use their 
background knowledge and relate it to real world connections.  

Instructional Strategies Whole group  

• As part of morning routines, use coins to match the Days in School Count. Students add another penny to the coin collection from the previous day and make coin exchanges when possible.  
• Classroom Economy  
• Use coins as a classroom management system. Students work to earn coins through a “Behavior Bank” and shop in the class store. Incentive items are priced a varying values Students work to 

earn money and use a variety of skills including counting their money earned (income), exchanging coins, and making economic choices to save or spend. Students may also choose to donate 
to a “Penny Pot” (A charity bank for students that are a few cents shy of being able to buy something). Incentives can include: free computer, sit with a buddy, write with markers, access to art 
supplies, VIP spot in the classroom, etc.  

What's In Your Piggy Bank ? Poem  

Financial Literacy TEKs 1.9A-D 
*** See also Social Studies TEKs 1.8ABC  

1.9Ab, 1.10A  
• Unit with Anchor Chat, Poems,  
•  Arthur's Pet Business Video  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B0bn51-8JcKsdEZZTTBCanJodkk/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0bn51-8JcKsNG9xd0Nmdkl4RkE/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYeXhtap_EY
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• Price items around the classroom.  

       
 

Stations/Centers 

• Stations provide students the opportunity to practice skills that have introduced or taught in whole group or Guided Math lessons. students in stations allows them the opportunity to talk about their mathematical 

thinking, apply academic vocabulary, and hear how their about math. When students visit math centers, the teacher has the opportunity to meet with Guided Math groups for small group 
Scoop, sort, and graph coins  

○ The recording sheet is not required. Students may simply scoop and sort coins to practice identifying  
● Identify Coin Amount Station 
○ This station can easily be created by writing the coin name, picture, or value with cent symbol on a note card and having students classify coins into the appropriate category  
● Students show the same value with different combinations of coins (From Math Coach’s Corner)  
○ Coin Trading Mat  

• Coin Identification with 10-Frames  
• Coin War  

Each child will need a trading mat and a supply of real or play money. Call out a coin, for example nickel. The kids will put a nickel in the nickel column. Then ask them to show you how many pennies it 
takes to equal the value of the nickel. You can take this activity in many different directions. Ask them to put out a quarter, and then ask them to show you the same value using dimes and nickels. Notice 
how open-ended that is. Most kids will put out 2 dimes and 1 nickel. But some kids might put out 1 dime and 3 nickels.  

To play, each player takes 5 cards and lays them face up. Players can record their work in their math journals for added practice and accountability (modify by using more or less coin cards) Coin Cards  

● Money Unit (Anchor Chart, Poem, Stations)  
● Students can create foldable in their journal  

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Show-Me-The-Money-Freebie-702993
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Byr_Cmyf5_RyeHVMZkprUWtGSjA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_wlnPzXZBUZNmIyMWYyNWEtZmM1MC00ZDdjLWE1MjItODkwMjVjYWQxNDcx/view
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Coin-Identification-and-Value-Activity-Cards-with-Ten-Frames-174052
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_wlnPzXZBUZR1pwOEx4UDV5NFU/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_wlnPzXZBUZR1pwOEx4UDV5NFU/view
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Coin-Value-Shutterbook-Freebie-236102
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Strategies for Struggling Students (S3)  

For struggling students, use smaller groups to focus on comprehension, analysis, and /or application of content.  

• Review Skip Counting strategies and/or provide a visual aid with a hundreds chart or number line  
• Use cubes as a manipulative  
• Hairy Money Method  
• Coin Identification Puzzle  

 
 
 
 

 

Critical Writing Prompt 

1. Would you rather have 7 pennies or 2 nickels? Explain. 
2. Write about what it means to earn money. 
3.. You do not have enough money to buy a toy that you really want. Write about one way you can earn income. 
4. If you have limited amounts of money, should you buy something you need or want? If you have money left, what can you do with your money?  

 

Vocabulary 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Counting-Coins-Hairy-Money-Freebie-209286
https://cdn.thisreadingmama.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/CoinPuzzles.pdf
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money  
saving  
services  
wants 
dime  
relationship  
 

 
income  
charitable giving  
needs 
cent 
quarter  
 
 

 
spending  
goods  
penny  
nickel  
value  
 

Sample STAAR or STAAR-Like Assessment Items  

*The following sample questions are one of many ways to assess the TEKS student expectation.  

Assessment Link 

  

Resources 

*The suggested resources are one of many ways to address the TEKS student expectation.  

TEA Stations and Small Group Activities  

1. Grade 1  
2. Kindergarten  

TEA vertical alignment chart 
 Read-a-Loud  

Ox-Cart Man. Donald Hall 
Alexander, Who Used To Be Rich Last Sunday. Judith Viorst  
My Rows and Piles of Coins. Tololwa Mollel 
A Chair for My Mother. Vera B. Williams 
One Hen. Katie Smith Milway 
The Penny Pot. Stuart Murphy 
The Counting Coin Book. Rozanne Lanczak Williams 
A Dollar, a Penny, How Much and How Many? Brian P. Cleary  
You Can’t Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime. Harriet Ziefert  
Lemonade in Winter. Emily Jenkins 
The Babe and I 
Erandi’s Braids  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_fcEFx09PS9VvAWAaqjs6p5fZ7fl0cjn/view?usp=sharing
https://www.texasgateway.org/sites/default/files/G1_StudentActivities1.pdf
https://www.texasgateway.org/sites/default/files/Kinder_Activities1.pdf
http://jukebox.esc13.net/PSgateway/vertical_alignment/docs/GatewayK3VAChart.pdf

